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masarapu navyasree(8-9-2012)
 
  is    studying  class   very  much  passionate  to  write  poems  and  sing
songs.i  love  my  village.
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Feelings After Long Paper
 
iam  so  sad
to  face  my  dad
he  insist  me  to  get  first
and  swear  that
he  will give me  a  hake  to  eat
but  i  not  even  deserve for   the   cake  that  i  ate
i   was   hale   at  once
but  i  became  pale  and  tense
i  became dull  and   null
i  got fear  to hear about my  peer
i   thought it  would  be  pace to  my  success
but  i  ever   imagined that  my  face would  be  pale
when  i  know  my   marking  i   was  lurking
full of confusion  that  led  to  my  tension
my  pronunciation  was  as  cub
owing to  commotion
i  will  come to  nub 
that  it's all   of  my   examination
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Mother, Divine Creation
 
The almighty  had  many   creations,
So he  sown  a  kind  relation, mother,
Can you replace anyone more than her?
Nor at least  your  brother or  father,
Such a  sparkling and  twinkling star,
Never think  be  so  far  from her par.
she  makes  us  feel  hurting with pain,
It's all of  her shaping that can gain,
Aiming  for   a   genuine   character.
The  compassion can  create  sensation,
It's  all   more   than   renunciation,
Which  can  bring  hopeful  generation.
Wow! the  care and  love she  showers,
Can spare anything&everything in life.
Pain   she   feels  when  she  hurts,
Must  have  a  gain  by  our  change.
Such  a  prolific love  will   always, 
Be  fantastic   to  feel  and  have.
A  best guider  and  preacher in  life,
Can  never  and  ever   repay in  life.
The  love   cannot be  a  boomerang,
As  it  is  so  divine  pleasure,
Which  can  ever  be  treasured.
A mother only brings a good youngster.
And  she  can  make  us   trust
For  a  better  future.
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Oh I Wish Would Be
 
oh i  wish  i would be  a  childhood  boy
where  i  can play with  all  the  toy
and  can scream and pick
a little  ice cream  to  lick
the  words  told   from   the  fiction
i  was  sudden  to an  action
which  gave me  a plenty  of  kudos
or  atleast i would  be a teenager
where  i acted  as  manager
and  took all the  pocket
to  create  something  like  big  like  a  rocket
but  nothing  was possible
as  everyone  thought it  plausible
as  it  is  so
i can never   go   back
and  take  all the  task  i  did
i  enjoy  my  sweet  little  dreams
and  memories  that   are  filled  in past
and  i  cast
oh i  wish  i  would  be
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Save Animals, Save  Ourselves
 
the  ultimate  used  his  creativity,
and  planned  for  a  huge  diversity,
tiger, lion, parrot, carrot everyone  else,
from  every nationality,
we  are  sanctity,
if  you  have humanity,
you  don't  hope yourselves  as  vanity.
we  are one among in  you,
but  you  made  us  few.
you  will  flourish,
if  you   save  us.
you  will  perish,
if  you  pave  us.
we  roar  to  all his  creativity,
to  have  a  little  humanity.
to save, not pave.
we  buzz to  help  us, 
rather you fuss.
we  all  fall  in  pathos,
save  us  and have  kudos.
enshrine, not  destroy,
all  world  can  heal,
let us plant tree and leave them free.
almighty  created all  of  us,
let them also  take a chance  to  live
killing  animals should  not  be  a  fun
so let  all put  our  hands  together to  shun
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Smile
 
simplest  way  of  expression
modest  way  of  pleasing  others
intensive like   by  others
loyal  expression  can  win  hearts
enthusiastic  in whatever they  do
such  a  great  symbolic expression is smile
i  wish  it  should  be  in  every  ones  face
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